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ABSTRACT 

A digital signature is a cryptographic method for verifying the 

identity of an individual. It can be a process, computer system, 

or any other entity, in much the same way as a handwritten 

signature verifies the identity of a person. Digital signatures 

use the properties of public-key cryptography to produce 

pieces of information that verify the origin of the data. Several 

digital schemes have been proposed as on date based on 

factorization, discrete logarithm and elliptical curve. However,  

the   Swati Verma and Birendra Kumar Sharma [8] digital 

signature scheme which combines factorization and discrete 

logarithm together making it difficult for solving two hard 

problems from the hackers point of view. This paper presents 

the   implementation of same, with the help of different tools 

and further   analyzes them from different perceptions.  

Key words :  Cryptography, Integer Factoring, Discrete 

Logarithm, Digital  Signature. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The security of most the digital signature algorithms are based 

on the difficulty of solving some hard theoretical problems. 

Digital signature algorithms are based on the concept of public 

key cryptography given by Diffie and Hellman [1]. Since then 

many public key cryptosystems are introduced, which are 

based on either prime factorization (FAC) or Discrete 

Logarithm (DL) problems [2].Although the schemes based on 

one of the above cryptosystem appears secure today, they may 

be unsecure in future. The security of the digital signatures can 

be enhanced by using factorization (FAC) or Discrete 

Logarithm (DL) problems, which are most commonly hard 

problems those can be used but not NP-complete.  L. Harn [4] 

in 1995 showed that one can break the He-Kiesler[5] 

algorithm if one has the ability to solve the prime 

factorization. 

Lee and Hwang [6] showed that if one has the ability to solve 

the discrete logarithms, one can break the He-Kiesler 

algorithm. Shimin Wei [7] showed that any attacker can forge 

the signature of He-Kiesler algorithm without solving any 

hard problem in 2002. Now, we implement the Swati Verma 

[8] signature scheme based on factorization and discrete 

logarithm problem both with different parameters and using a 

collision-free one-way hash function in this paper. 

 

2.   SWATI VERMA  AND BIRENDRA 

KUMAR SHARMA  SCHEME BASED ON 

INTEGER FACTORIZATION AND 

DISCRETE LOGARITHM BASED 

ALGORITHM. 

2.1 INITIALZATION 

Let’s select the following parameters: 

 p: a large prime p = 4p1 q1+ 1, where p1 = 2p2 + 1, q1 = 2q2 

+ 1, and p1, q1, p2, q2 are all primes and let n = p1.q1.  

 g: an primitive element of Galois field GF(q). 

 h (.) : a collision-free one-way hash function.
 

Further, the user chooses a private key X Є Zn such that 

gcd(X, n) = 1 and computes a corresponding public key which 

is certified by the certificate authority. 

  
2xy g mod p

    --(1) 

2.2 DIGITAL SIGNATURE 

GENERATION 

 
To sign a message M, the signee carries out the following 

steps. 

1. Randomly select an integer T Є Zn such that gcd (T, 

n) = 1,  

2. Computes 
2r

1r g mod p                 --(2) 

And makes 
2r

2r g mod p


           --(3) 

3. Find s such that  

 
1

1 2

1 2 rh r ,  r ,  m T x Ts mod n  
   --(4)

 

Where h is a collision-free one-way hash function 

defined by the system 

       4.    (r1, r2, s) is a signature of message M. The signee 

then sends (r1, r2, s) to the verifier.
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2.3 DIGITAL SIGNATURE 

VERIFICATION 

On receiving the digital signature (r1 r2 s) the verifier can 

confirm the validity of the digital signature by the following 

equation, 

              
   

2 24 2
1 2 1 2h r r m 2h r r m ss r

2r r y g
   

  
 

-- (5) 

 

 
If the equation holds, then (r1, r2, s) is a valid signature of 

message M. 

2.4 IMPLEMENTATION 

We implement the S.Verma and B. Sharma[8] scheme in 

Mathematica 9.0. 

The code for the same is : 

(* Program of Swati Verma's new Scheme *) . 

p=RandomPrime[{50^40,50^42}]; 

Print["P is :",p]; 

a=Take[FactorInteger[p-1],-2]; 

p1=a[[1,1]]; 

q1=a[[2,1]]; 

n=p1 * q1; 

Print["n is :",n]; 

g=PrimitiveRoot[p]; 

Print["g is :",g]; 

(*  Calculate x  *)  

gd=0; 

 x=RandomInteger[{2,n-1}]; 

While[gd != 1 && x>0 && x <n, 

         x=x+1; 

        gd=GCD[x,p-1]; 

] 

Print["x is :",x];  

y=PowerMod[g,Power[x,2],p]; 

Print["Y is :",y]; 

 

(* Do the loop till size of s1 is greater than zero *) 

len=0; 

While[len== 0, 

(*  Calculate  t  *) 

gd=0; 

(*Randomly generate t"];*) 

 t=RandomInteger[{3,n-1}]; 

While[gd != 1 && t>0 && t <n, 

         t=t+1; 

        gd=GCD[t,p-1]; 

] 

Print["t",t]; 

 

pow1=Power[t,2]; 

pow=Mod[pow1,p-1]; 

powinv=PowerMod[pow,-1,p-1]; 

 

r1=PowerMod[g,pow,p]; 

 

r2=PowerMod[g,powinv,p]; 

 (* Find s *) 

a1=PowerMod[t,-1,p-1]; 

b1=PowerMod[t,-2,p-1]; 

(* Take Messsage  *) 

m=12345; 

(*Message digest using SHA 256 algo *) 

mHash=Hash[{r1,r2,m},"SHA256"]; 

c11=mHash*b1 - x*r1*a1; 

c1=Mod[c11,p-1]; 

s1=PowerModList[c1,1/2,p-1]; 

len=Length[s1] 

(* Print["if length is 0 regenerate the t, length is: 

",Length[s1]]; *) 

](* End of Repeated loop *) 

Print["t is:",t];  

Print["r1 is:",r1]; 

Print["r2 is:",r2]; 

 Print["message Digest :",mHash]; 

Print["c1 is:",c1]; 

s=First[s1]; 

Print["s is:",s]; 

(*If[s,Print["OK"]]; 

If[!IntegerQ[n]||n\[LessEqual]0,Break[]];*) 

(* Varification of signature *) 

(* To reduce the Overflow *) 
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k1=PowerMod[r1,s,p]; 

k2=PowerMod[k1,s,p]; 

k3=PowerMod[k2,s,p]; 

k4=PowerMod[k3,s,p]; 

(* k4  is r1^(s^4)   *) 

l1=PowerMod[r2,mHash,p]; 

l2=PowerMod[l1,mHash,p]; 

z=k4*l2; 

lhs= Mod[z,p]; 

Print["lhs is :",lhs]; 

g1=PowerMod[y,r1,p]; 

g2=PowerMod[g1,r1,p]; 

h1=PowerMod[g,2,p]; 

h2=PowerMod[h1,mHash,p]; 

h3=PowerMod[h2,s,p]; 

h4=PowerMod[h3,s,p]; 

u=g2*h4; 

rhs=Mod[u, p]; 

Print["rhs is :",rhs]; 

After Execution of program. The Output is: 

P is : 

70086020456339714126616242505954246755644307550540

115590138104900495467 

n is : 1046214040627898321938012946657873512497609749 

g is :2 

x is : 519432761807905179856445795609649021122516111 

Y is : 

55574999538635946508858092726869882871364300653838

487511676121647992792 

t is: 470996157102680787628919184817181044403314801 

r1 is: 

17821390157796936631499145183700696236749165037490

51106623824703337020 

r2 is: 

54180772445241680875505557716861782606050197957194

928258881219486011656 

m  is : 12345; 

Message Digest: 

11423879506652274797160304712409797472852051270402

2213991907064275570404935222 

s is: 

49348564835502406023381507282682021612062714765853

10386756119458957460 

VERIFICATION  

 LHS IS : 

22471838043133370073850191218226647690613394844107

446842987296624600549 

RHS IS : 

22471838043133370073850191218226647690613394844107

446842987296624600549 

3. Conclusion: 

For developing this algorithm based on integral factorization 

and discrete logarithms   , the large prime numbers and large 

digit numbers are used. There are some difficulties for 

implementation of these algorithms in MuPAD and MatLab. 

As per the method adopted for implementing these algorithms, 

the MuPAD and Matlab7.1 do not support large digit numbers 

and some mathematical functions. So there is limitation for 

secure key generation.   

Due to this limitation, the Mathematica 9.0 is used.  It 

supports for large integer number and maximum mathematical 

functions. 

Looking at the advantage supported by Mathematica9.0, the 

Swati Verma, Birendra Kumar Sharma‘s  algorithm is   

implemented in Mathematcia9.0. However, it was observed 

that programming controls in Mathematica9.0 are easier as 

compared to MuPAD and MatLab. 

The S.Verma and B. Sharma [8]   algorithm makes signature 

hard to break due the Hash Function, for 5 digit message, it 

will produce near about 78 digits Message Digest. The value 

for ‘t’ is randomly generated based on condition that the g.c.d. 

of t and n should 1. In certain cases it takes more time to 

generate the value of ‘t’.  
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